
Nazi Germany Jumpchain 
 

By 9254 

The year is 1936, Adolf Hitler and his NSDAP is firmly in power within Germany and plans for the 

oncoming war would seems to be in order.  Germany filled with Revanchist emotions since the signing of 

the treaty of Versailles is set to explode into a war that would consume all of Europe and indirectly the 

world. 

You get 1000 CP to determine your fate. 

Origins 

Choose one for free  

Drop In- You are a no named individual with no record of existence that would seemingly appear in the 

middle of berlin. 

Average German Citizen- You are an average German Citizen. Your family has owned a small shop under 

you apartment for years and has been practicing your trade there. Your parents are experienced 

tradesmen who have a long list of usual customers ensuring a middle class lifestyle.   

Wehrmact- You are an enlisted officer of the German Armed forces.  Your family has a long line of 

military tradition in service of Germany ever since it formation. Your Grandfather fought and died in the 

Franco-Prussian war, Your Father was a veteran of the Great War and is currently serving as well in the 

Wermacht command with a higher rank than you. 

NSDAP Officer- You are a member of the Nazi party and therefore part of the most powerful 

organization within Germany right now after the takeover by Adolf Hitler. You joined the party during it 

early years and throughout it journey from a revolt in beerhouse to becoming the only political entity in 

Germany. 

German Jew- You’re a German Jew living in hard times. Your family has served Germany for generations 

and has a long intellectual legacy but discriminatory policies of the new government make life harder 

every year. 

  



Perks 

CP costs are doubled if buying perks not in your perk tree and the free perk costs 100CP 

 

Drop In 

Free 

A Sense of Direction-   You have innate ability to not get lost. Having in mind a reasonable destination m 

and a reasonable amount of travel time you will get there. May it be a police station, the local governor 

building or the nearest beerhouse.  People would also be always friendly to help with directions.  
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Dancing with the Stars- 

 

 

 

 


